
WE WILL UPDATE THIS INFORMATION PACK IF 
ANYTHING CHANGES. THIS VERSION IS DATED 11 
APRIL 2017.

Implementation of Tower 
Hamlets Council's charging for 
social care services
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What this presentation will cover

1. Absolutely know this first!

2. Key dates

3. Who will be affected

4. How the assessment process will work

5. How the council will work out if someone can 
afford to pay
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What this presentation will cover

6. How will paying for social care actually work

7. Extra information relating to direct payments

8. Some of the main issues people will face

9. Disagreements and appeals

10.Where to go to get help
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Absolutely know this first!

• Understanding whether or not someone will have to pay a 
charge towards their social care costs is really complex! 

• No one can quickly answer “approximately how much will I 
have to pay?”

• The financial assessment process is quite complicated if it is 
done properly.

• But it is important to do it properly if people don’t want to get 
overcharged.

• People mustn’t just ignore the financial assessment form –
the council might charge them more than they need to pay by 
making them pay the full cost of their care support.
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Absolutely know this first!

• In this presentation we explain not just how to 
complete the financial assessment, but also how the 
council will use that information to calculate how 
much someone will pay.

• People have an option to just tick a box to say they 
will pay the maximum charge. We think it’s in 
everyone’s interests to go through the process rather 
than make assumptions. People may want to get 
help or advice.
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Key dates

• Much of the paperwork says charging will start in 
“April” and we have seen documents referring to 17 
April 2017.

• Financial assessment forms were sent out the 
beginning of week commencing 27 March, originally 
with a deadline of 31 March!

• The council wrote again a few days later extending 
the deadline to 14 April. They will follow up with 
people soon after that.

• Charges will probably be backdated - unclear
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John Biggs, Mayor of Tower 
Hamlets said:

When they were first consulting:

“Further deep cuts to our council budget from the government, 
and an ever rising demand for services mean that we now need 
to ask people who can afford it, for a contribution or charge 
towards their care costs, in line with almost every other council 
in the country.

“I am, however, determined that we will make this as fair as 
possible and particularly want to protect those people on lower 
incomes. This is why we are asking for opinions on what we 
should look at when we work out how much you should 
contribute to the cost of your care.”
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Who will be affected?

Anyone who gets any of these services may be 
affected by these new changes.

• Home care for people who do not live in extra 
care sheltered housing

• Day care (including the cost of transport for 
getting to and from day care)

• Personal budgets (including people on direct 
payments)
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Dealing with health-related 
packages of support

• People whose packages are 100% funded by 
the NHS (Continuing Healthcare) will not be 
charged.

• It is not clear how packages that are jointly 
funded by social care and continuing 
healthcare will be treated and we need to find 
out more about this. We are assuming it will 
just be the social care part which is subject to 
charging.
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Exempt services

We will not charge for these services:

• Support to carers

• Telecare (remote alarm system)

• Reablement (short-term support following an 
accident or illness up to 6 weeks)

• Equipment and adaptations

• Aftercare provided under the Mental Health 
Act
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Who already pays?

People receiving these services already pay a 
charge if they can afford to:

• people in residential or nursing care

• people getting home care in extra care sheltered 
housing.

• A set charge is already made for meals on wheels. 

THC are not changing any of these charges.
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Things people need to read before 
getting assessed

1. The financial assessment form that the council 
have produced – people should read the whole 
assessment form before they start because there is 
a lot they will need to collect and prepare

2. The guidance notes the council has produced – Real 
and the Carers Centre helped them improve this 
before it went to publication.

3. The additional supplementary guidance Real has 
produced on identifying and calculating your 
disability–related expenditure (see later)
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How much will someone have to 
pay

• There is no single answer

• There is a complicated formula that takes into account 
income, savings and expenditure

• People should be given a decent amount to live on, but this 
will be different amount depending on their circumstances

• The following pages explain summarise how someone can 
calculate their own charge

• They don’t have to calculate it themselves; they could just 
give the council the information who will do it for the 
individual
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The financial assessment process

• To work out how much someone will have to pay, the 
council will carry out a financial assessment.

• They have financial assessment officers who will 
work with individuals and their social worker to carry 
out this assessment. 

• This will involve asking about income and savings. In 
most cases they will need to see evidence of the 
amounts someone gets, and how much they spend 
on housing costs and disability related expenditure. 
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The financial assessment process

• The Council have been working with other services, 
for example their benefits department, to make this 
process easier.

• This means that they have identified some people 
where they already know their income and some of 
their costs (e.g. people who are on housing benefit). 
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The financial assessment process

• People will not be asked to complete a financial assessment if 
the council have already worked out that person will not need 
to pay anything. These people should receive a letter 
confirming this instead.

• As part of the process THC can check if there are benefits that 
someone might be entitled to but are not getting, and will 
help them to get these benefits. They will only do this if 
someone asks them to, and they will need to give THC extra 
information including relating to their wife/spouse/partner if 
they have one.
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Accepting the maximum charge

• The financial assessment form includes an option for 
someone to accept the maximum charge.

• We suggest people think carefully and consider 
getting advice before doing this. This is to make sure 
they have thought through all of the issues and they 
are absolutely certain that they would have to do this 
– getting the care and support people need to live is 
not a luxury, it’s essential, and Real don’t think 
people should pay for it if they don’t have to
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How much will someone have to 
pay

• But understanding how the council will calculate 
your charge might make a difference around how 
you go about completing the financial assessment 
form. This is why we explain the way the charge is 
calculated in the next few sections.

• For example, if you are already below the minimum 
income level, you may not need to put as much time 
into assessing all of your disability–related 
expenditure (because it won’t make any difference to 
your charge)
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How will the council work out if 
someone can afford to pay?

Certain income streams

Plus contribution from significant 
savings

Minus housing costs

Minus disability related costs

= amount compared to the 
minimum income level relevant to 
this person
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How will the council work out if 
someone can afford to pay?

= amount that will be compared to the minimum income 
level relevant to this person.

The next few slides will explain in turn how each of the 4 
areas above gets calculated, and what is and is not 
included. Keep track of the symbols above (in the 
bottom right of each slide) to know where you are
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How will the council work out if I 
can afford to pay?

• Add up certain income streams

• Plus contribution from significant savings

• Less housing costs

• Less disability related costs

• = amount compared to minimum income 
levels to determine contribution to be made
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What income do THC take into 
account

• THC will take account of most of someone’s 
income from benefits and pensions. 

• THC also take into account a wide range of 
benefits someone receives to help towards 
disability or care costs. This will include 
Attendance Allowance and the Disability 
Living Allowance/Personal Independence 
Payment care component.
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Income protected from charging

• any earnings someone gets from a job

• the mobility component of Disability Living 
Allowance or Personal Independence Payment

• the first £10 per week of War Widows or War 
Widowers pensions

• Housing Benefit

• Council Tax Benefit
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Income protected from charging

• Child Benefit

• Christmas Bonus payments

• Social Fund Payments

• Winter fuel payments
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How will the council work out if I 
can afford to pay?

• Add up certain income streams

• Plus contribution from significant savings

• Less housing costs

• Less disability related costs

• = amount compared to minimum income 
levels to determine contribution to be made
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How the council will assess savings

• Savings or capital includes money in Post Office, bank 
or building society accounts, shares or other 
investments. 

• It does not include the value of the home someone 
lives in or their possessions. If someone owns a 
second property it could include this.

• If you have joint accounts they will assume the 
amount is split 50:50. You will need to provide 
evidence if you think the split should be different. 
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How will the council assess savings

• If someone has savings or other capital over £23,250 
THC will ask them to pay the full cost of their service, 
subject to the maximum weekly cap. 

• Any savings under £14,250 are ignored and will not 
be used to work out how much someone will pay.

• If someone has between £14,250 and £23,250 in 
savings or other assets, THC will add £1 to the 
weekly income used to calculate the charge for every 
£250 of savings/capital.
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How will the council assess savings 
(example)

• If someone has £20,000 in savings or other assets, 
the council will add £23 to their weekly income that 
counts towards the charge.

• How this is worked out:

– the first £14,250 is ignored

– the remainder of their savings are £5,750

– THC add £1 to their weekly income for every £250 of 
savings

– £5,750 divided by 250 is £23.
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Using up savings

• Note, it is not definite that someone would need to 
transfer this amount from their savings. They have to 
do the rest of the calculation first to find out whether 
they have a charge at all.

• If there will be a charge the council will then expect 
them to use up their savings at that rate until they 
come down to the level of £14,250. When they do 
they can then ask for another financial assessment.
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Significant savings for a disability –
related purpose

• Someone might have significant savings because they 
have been saving up for something expensive like a 
wheelchair accessible vehicle.

• Although there is no specific way of disclosing this on 
the financial assessment form, if this applies to 
someone we think it’s worth indicating this in 
“section 9 – additional information” box on the 
financial assessment to see whether some of their 
savings could be ignored for the assessment process.
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How will the council work out if I 
can afford to pay?

• Add up certain income streams

• Plus contribution from significant savings

• Less housing costs

• Less disability related costs

• = amount compared to minimum income 
levels to determine contribution to be made
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Housing costs taken off income

The housing costs THC will take off someone’s 
income are:

• Mortgage payments

• Rent

• Ground rent

• Council tax

• Service charges
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Housing costs taken off income

• These costs are excluded or protected from charging 
as they are unavoidable and essential costs.

• Following the consultation THC also agreed “We will 
ignore £15 more of your income to allow for utility 
costs such as gas and electric”

• If someone can prove that their utility costs will cost 
them more, and this relates to their disability, they 
can try to claim the extra under disability–related 
expenditure (see below).
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Who bears the housing costs?

• The amount THC will deduct will be the amount that 
the person who is being assessed (the recipient of 
the care) pays.

• If someone currently has informal cost sharing 
arrangements with family members/co-habitees, 
they might want to consider trying to formalise these 
with a written agreement.
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Who bears the housing costs?

• For example, if someone pays all of the rent, and 
someone else there pays all of the food bills, they 
should consider splitting these 50-50 in future and 
writing this down. 

• It probably doesn’t need to be a formal agreement 
but it should be clear to THC what has been agreed, 
and it needs to be fair and reasonable.
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Housing costs taken off income

• In the consultation Real asked for other unavoidable 
expenditure to be taken into consideration, such as 
payments imposed by a management company for 
repairs, and someone has no choice about paying it. 
THC didn’t agree to this but we think someone may 
be able to argue their case if this applies to then.
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How will the council work out if I 
can afford to pay?

• Add up certain income streams

• Plus contribution from significant savings

• Less housing costs

• Less disability related costs

• = amount compared to minimum income 
levels to determine contribution to be made
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Disability related expenditure

If 

– someone is getting a disability benefit; and 

– THC include this in their income 

then THC have to take any disability related 
expenditure off the amount that someone can 
afford to pay. 
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What is a “Disability benefit”?

On page 8 of the financial assessment guidance 
THC have said “Disability related expenditure 
can only be considered where the person 
receiving the care service is in receipt of:

• Attendance allowance

• Care component of Disability Living 
Allowance

• Daily living component of Personal 
Independence Payment”
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What is a “Disability benefit”?

• Real thinks someone should also be able to get 
disability–related expenditure if they get 
Employment Support Allowance (but not one of the 
benefits on the previous slide). 

• This is because they wouldn’t get that benefit if they 
were not disabled, and they may have extra costs 
associated with getting into employment, education 
or training.

• If this is the case they will need to argue it on their 
own assessment form.
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Disability related expenditure

• THC have given some indication in their guidance notes 
around how they will calculate disability related expenditure 
(DRE) as part of someone’s financial assessment.

• Real has produced some additional guidance on this topic. We 
feel that this is going to be the hardest area for people to 
assess and calculate accurately and will require the most 
thought and planning.

• You can find Real’s DRE guidance at www.real.org.uk/charging

• Not getting this right could mean people are over-charged.
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Why calculating DRE is difficult

• There are many studies that showed that the 
costs of being a disabled person are far higher 
than for non-disabled people. This was the 
original reason for Disability Living Allowance 
(now Personal Independence Payment)

• But if someone is not used to calculating 
exactly what costs them more, it can be 
difficult to work it out.
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Why calculating DRE is difficult

• It is difficult because:

– they might be infrequent or unpredictable items 
(e.g. paying for wheelchair service or repair costs)

– they might be part of a bigger bill (e.g. extra 
heating costs)

– someone might need to analyse old receipts (e.g. 
costs of specialist food)
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How much time should someone 
spend identifying their DRE?

• If someone already knows that their income, plus 
contribution from capital, less housing costs will be 
less than the minimum income level then it doesn’t 
make a lot of difference if they know this.

• But if they might be above the minimum income 
level its worth spending the time to think about this 
carefully to make sure they don’t pay more than they 
need to. This is when you should read Real’s extra 
guidance on DRE.
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How will the council work out if I 
can afford to pay?

• Add up certain income streams

• Plus contribution from significant savings

• Less housing costs

• Less disability related costs

• = amount compared to minimum income 
levels to determine contribution to be made
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The minimum amount the government 
says someone needs to live on

• The amounts vary depending on their 
circumstances. They are the same as someone 
would get if they were getting income 
support, plus 25 per cent.

• The weekly amounts for 2016-17 are:

– £72.40 for adults under 25 years old

– £91.40 for adults over 25 but less than pension 
age

– £189 for people over pension age.
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The minimum amount the government 
says someone needs to live on

• There are additional amounts for some 
people. These include:

– If someone has children, £83.65 for each child

– £40.35 if someone gets a disability benefit

– £43.25 if someone is a carer and entitled to a 
carer premium.
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The minimum amount THC says 
someone needs to live on

• The council wants to make sure everybody is 
left with enough money to live on after any 
charges. They have decided to increase the 
minimum amount of income they believe 
someone needs to live on so there is one basic 
rate for everyone under pension age. 
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The minimum amount THC says 
someone needs to live on

• THC have increased the basic amount for all 
single people under pension age to a 
minimum of £151.45 per week (currently 
£72.40 for under 25s and £91.40 for over 25s)

• But don’t forget to calculate what you would 
have been entitled to under the statutory 
scheme to see if that is greater (e.g. if you 
have children)
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A maximum cap on charges

• The council have agreed that there should be 
a maximum weekly cap of £250 to make sure 
that people with high cost packages, because 
they need a lot of help and support, do not 
get unfairly treated.

• Real thinks this is a good thing, because 
people shouldn’t be effectively “taxed” 
because they have complex needs.
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How much will someone then pay

• People don’t have to calculate for themselves 
how much THC will charge them.

• But they might want to try to calculate this for 
a number of reasons:

– They want to know whether or not they would be 
over the maximum charge of £250, and so just 
decide to sign the declaration instead

– They know they’ll already be below the minimum 
income level, so won’t need to spend so much 
time calculating disability-related expenditure
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How much will someone then pay

• If someone wants to calculate their charge, 
first of all they need to calculate the following, 
based on weekly amounts:

– their net income, after contributions from capital, 
and allowable housing and disability-related 
expenditure (A)

– their minimum income threshold (B)

– how much it costs the council to provide their care 
and support (C).
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How much will someone then pay

• If A is less than B then they pay nothing.

• If A is greater than B then they pay the smaller 
of:

– A – B;

– C;

– £250
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How will paying for social care 
actually work?

• First of all someone needs to go through the 
assessment process described above.

• If they have services provided directly THC will 
then invoice them for the amount they have 
to contribute.

• People need to be careful and plan ahead if 
they currently use direct payments and they 
will also be charged.
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How will someone pay if they are 
on direct payments?

• If someone is in receipt of a direct payment 
THC will automatically adjust the amount they 
pay the individual so they receive the direct 
payment net of the charge.

• It will be up to the direct payment recipient to 
work out how to top up their direct payments 
bank account, with the amount of the charge 
from other sources (presumably the account 
any disability benefits get paid into)
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Summary of the main issues 
people may face

• People are not used to being charged – this 
will come as a shock. 

• They may also be using any extra income they 
currently have for a commitment that doesn’t 
qualify for a deduction (e.g. a loan repayment, 
or supporting an older child through further 
education).
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Summary of the main issues 
people may face

• This will mainly affect those on benefits (the 
poorest) and pensioners with significant 
income (but are there many in the borough?)

• People may not have an adequate 
understanding of their disability–related 
expenditure
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Disagreement and appeals

• If someone disagrees with the financial 
assessment outcome they should try and get 
help from a local advocacy or advice agency.

• The council have not said that there is an 
appeals process, but they should expect 
people to be able to provide new or additional 
information if the individual feels they have 
not been charged fairly.
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Where to go to get help

Financial Assessment Team

• Telephone: 020 7364 2038

• Email: 
FinancialAssessmentTeam@towerhamlets.gov.uk

Local Link

• Telephone: 020 7001 2175

• Email: local-link@real.org.uk
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